
 
Month ##, 201# 
 
Dear Mr. First Last 
Company Name 
Street Address, Suite 3 
City, State Zip 
 
Re:  Brand Name’s Hollywire Campaign Overview 
 
Dear First, 
 
Following up on our conversation, I have set forth below a proposed Hollywire brand partnership 
package for Brand Name. 
 
Term: One Month. 
 
Brand Name Content Production:  Hollywire will create (5) short form segments that integrate 
Brand Name’s product.  The integration in each segment will include the actual product, as well 
as at least one verbal mention of the product.  The total running time of all 5 segments 
combined will be no less than 25 minutes. 
  
Brand Name Content Distribution:  The Brand Name segments will be distributed via 
YouTube and Hollywire.com. 
 
Brand Name Content Promotion:  The Brand Name segments will each be featured in the 
Hollywire spotlight on the Hollywire.com home page.  The segments will also be promoted on 
Hollwire’s Youtube, Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat and Twitter accounts. 
 
Brand Name Content Guaranteed Views: 555,553. 
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Brand Name Social Media Posts:  Hollywire will make 16 social posts with references to the 
Brand Name and/or Brand Name product. 
 
The following are optional activations which we should also explore:  
 
Optional Brand Name “Hot On Hollywire” News Sponsorship: Brand Name’s logo 
embedded into on our daily pop culture show with a verbal mention of Brand Name as the 
presenting sponsor. 
 
Optional Brand Name Sponsored Content:  Brand Name’s logo embedded into video content 
and the interface. 
 
Optional Brand Name Influencer Collaboration: Hollywire will create, distribute and promote 
content collaborations between Brand Name and particular influencers, such as docs or a 
series. 
  
Optional Brand Name Event Activation: Hollywire will collaborate with Brand Name to create 
unique brand specific experiences, providing full event production (location, vendors, etc) as 
well as red carpet coverage, celebrity tip sheets, video content, and live interviews 
 
Optional Brand Name Slogan Campaign:  Hollywire hosts integrate branded slogan questions 
for each celebrity, offering a great way to organically introduce Brand Name and its slogan to 
our celebrities. These creative questions can be used at tentpole events, on the red carpets and 
in the Hollywire studio.  
 
Optional Brand Name Studio Stage Activation: Celebrities that visit the Hollywire studio are 
scheduled to create 2 forms of content: a 15 min. primary couch interview and 5 min of 
activation at our studio stages. Hollywire will collaborate with Brand Name to create stylized set 
designs (i.e., Museum of Ice Cream Style) to engage celebrities with the brand. 
 
Optional Brand Name Product Unwrapping Activation: Hollywire will organically integrate 
Brand Name gift boxes into celebrity interviews and the celebrities will be encouraged to share 
on their socials.  
 
Fees:  Brand Name content creation, distribution and promotion $84,000 

Social Media Posts Included 



 

Optional Hot On Hollywire Sponsorship $20,000 
Optional Sponsored Content $10,000 
Optional Influencer Collaboration TBD 
Optional Event Activation TBD 
Optional Slogan Campaign TBD 
Optional Studio Stage Activation TBD 
Optional Unwrapping Activation TBD 

 
Please feel free to give me a call at ###-###-#### if you would like to move forward, have any 
questions or would like to brainstorm any of the above optional activations.  I look forward to 
working with you to design and implement a successful campaign for Brand Name, which I am 
confident will be the beginning of a long and fruitful relationship. 
 
All the best, 
 
 
 
Your Name 
 
 


